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'CRIME NEWS COVERAGE IN PERSitCTIVE*

The Research Questions

/Social scientists, agwell as citizens in general,have

complained a good deal in recent years about coverage of crime

news. Crime news, it i8 claimed, s too plentiful in the press and

on television. 1 This, is bad for society because it leads to exaggerated

- fear' of crime and rising crime rates. There are also complaints that

exces e ertiphass on crime news debasescthe news process' because

crime displaces other, moredesirable hews cOntentp Important political

news may be slighted because media routinely allot a large sliie of

age to crime and the judicial process. Another major complaint
1

is that crime news is distorted. It creates the 'impression that the

most violent forms of street crimes are the most prevalent, It
h

also makes white collar crime appear 1:2;significant'in numbers

and consequences.
2 4

-Underlying all:these charges is the much debated qaestien of

what is, or ought to be,"news" and how news professionals do, or

ought to, go about(selecting the.propermix of a variety of news

items for each paper or broadcastabbr for series of papers and

)

broadcasts.- The researCh.reported here is addressed to this larger

question, as well as*fhe specfic indictments of crime news

coverage. To keep the report within reasonable limits, only/one

news-making model will be examined as a possible explanation of
js

crime news coverage. This is the sociolOgical model of news that

is described and used in several recent analyses

such as Bernard Roshco's Newsmaking, Leon Sigal's Reporters

and Officials, and Edward Jay EpStein's News from Nowhere.3
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ACCOrding to this model, pews is a pkoduct of socially de-
) '(\

'1041P

termined notions of who and'What is important. These notions, in

.
.

,

turn, lead to orOnizational structures which routinize news. cOl-

lection by establishing regulat "beats.': News fr9m these beats is

allotted space and air 4ime according to fairly regular patterns.

COnsequently, there is a steady.stream of news of varying degrees of

importance from these beats. Events occurring remote from these
A

beats, by contrast, are often ignored, except when they are sen=
. . .

in nature, or when a reporter's whim has suddenly cis

them into the limelight of attention as a "feature" or special

investigative report. r
If this sociological model is a correct representatfrAm of the

prbcess of newsmaking, it should p'rodu'ce a number of distinctive

coverage patterns. There should be

(1) substantial similarity in the-typesof "news" covered by

most media within the same society, because most are subject to

the same social pressures.

(2) Similarity should be greatest among news sources of the
41

same general type,-su01 as daily or weekly. papers , or local or

national television news, because the same technical and audience

4
demands and_intra-medilla competitive pressures shape theA resR on ses

()
to sociallressures. One would also expect

(3)- -a high degree. of stability in the ,component -parts of.the.

% news'stream because of intra-orwanizatibnal pressures to use a
.

fixed portion 44 the news which comes from regular beats. This

news flow epresepts" financial investments which-can-
.

not_be discarded lightly by the news organization. It*also sep-

4
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resents large investm4nts in personnel resources which r'quire

the recognition Of effort which-comes from seeing one"s'stori'.es

published in one's newspaper O.13roadcast medium. r

4. (4) Along With the uniformity in.newg topics, one may antkeira:A.,

considerable .diversity in news, play, such as length of stories!,
4

-headline size, page or broadcast-placement, and ihe,like. This
. . ,

diversity in prominence criteria wouldhreilect individual differences
,

...

,,. ..-

, in newsmen's preferences for stories and in their. appraisals of the

needs and desires of their particular audiences. youy. alistic'dob-

ventions sanction such differencks in 4spfa. is way of.diversi-

Eying the' appearance and thrust of an eSsentially'homogeneoqs'pro-
,

duct.

(5) Finally, when it comes to crime ne.ws, the structure of the

beat, system would'seem to pre-ordain substantially more coverage of

street crime, particularly, the more violent and bizarre incident;,

than coverage of more routine crime occurrences, 'ncluding white

collar crime. Police headquarters,,which dispenses street crime

dews information, often in the-form of neis releases, stress the

more sepsational crime incidents. By contrast, news. abqiit white col-

lar,crime is n'o't regularly supplied through the police or any other

regular dint.
4

:To. alswer the larger quest*vns about the determinants,of news-
.... /.

. l .
.

making, as well as the more specific questions >bout coverage of

crime,news, I will tirst of all examine the frequency of.preSentation
. .

4 N.,

of various news topics and the prominence of their placement in

''selected newspapers and newscasts in 1976. This information will be
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evaluated 2n, light variotis, extant standards of allotment of

news space. Next; I'will.examine news flow data to determine

' whether crime news output is, indeed, inflexible. To do this, I will

look at news output at semi-monthly.intervalS. Since 1976 was'an

'election year, the supply of political news peaked various periods

throughout the year. In'general, newshol did not expadd to accom-

modate the extra newS%By.examining the,news areas where reductions

occurred during these peak Periods, one can determine the elasticity .

of various types of news flow streams. ,Finally, I will briefly',

examine crime news coverage per se to determine whether there is,

indeed, a distortion of reality which may be explained by sociologi-

cal faotors. Specifically, i will look at the incidence of murders,

compared to other'violent crimes, and the relation of white collar'

to street crime coverage. I will also compare newspaper crime coverage

to police erime,reports.

The Data Base.

The data for this ,study come from a year-ong cOntent analysis

df six daily newspapers, one weekly paper,' and nightly newscasts on

5three national and two local television stations. The.dikily papers
,

.sued for the study were the Chicago Tribune, a Chicago Daily News,

the Chicago Sun Times, the Indianapolis News, the Indianapolis Star,'

and the Lebanon Valley' News. The Chicago Tribune and the Lebanon
. ,

. .

ValltiiisNewS were content-analyzed on a-daily.basis for six days per

7 ,..
,

6
weekt,reflect the full information supply as closely asTogrible.

Fon- the Indiana papers, every fourth day was coded, including Sundays.

The Day News and Sun Times were usedprimarily as comparisons for

,

6
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(2. Tribune coverage. Thexefore.only one constructed week was contelyt

5

4

analyzed for 'each paper.

0 The content analyses recorde& various aspedts ofstory.prom-

inence and format as well as tip to three main topics for eadh,story.

7- .

The number of topics reported therefore exceeds the number of studies.

Since most news stories %over more than one topic, triple topic -coding
1

gives a better picture of coverage realities than single topic coding.

Table 1 illustrates the significant differences which result from these

apprp.aches.

Table 1 Distribhtion of Selected Neig Topics in the Tribune, Baied
on Coding of One Topic Per Story and Three Topics Per Story.
(in'percentages; N = 7123 for first topics, 12,144 for three

.

topics.) *

CRIME, TOPICS
TripleSingle

Individual Crimes 11,8%
Judiciary 20.3 15.5
Police/Security 12:9 12.7
Political Terrorism 1.4 5.2
Corrupt Politics 1.9 4.0 4'

Drug Crimes 0.7 1.8
Business Crimes 1.1 1.7
Gun 'Control 0.3 0.5

50.4 57.9'

NON-CRIME TOPICS
Single

Education 6.2%
,Congress 8.9
Disast./Accid. 7.8
City Govt. 6.7
Middle East .7.0
State Govt . 6:8
Polit. Gossip 5.1
Energy Policy 1.1

49.6

Triple
7.3%
6.3
5.9
5.2
4.9
4 N8
4.4
2.7

42.1

*Single7topic coding yielded 3592 crime topics and 351 non - crime
topics in this top,ic'array. Triple coding yielded 7025 crimes topics
and 5119 non-crime topics.

Looking at 16 news tppics-- eight dealing with-crime subjects and

eight with other top which match the frequencies of the crime

group -- we find thaCthe share of coverage reportad for eleven

topics changes by more than one percentage point. The greatest

changes occurin crime topic coverage, withindividual crime and

,. P
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/terrorism increasingby 5 apd 4 percentage points respectively, and

stories about the judiciary declining by_ '4 percentage points when
.

-triple coding is used. Overall, the'table.indicat6s that,the share

of crime topics rises byllmost 8 percentage points, comped to the

non-crime topics. in this topic-group when one moves frot single to

'triplecoding.

In addition to the general,analysis, crimestories,in the

.

Chicago Tribune were subjected to intensive analysis. They were

coded on such features as the nature of, the crimes that were

covered, discussion Of causes and motivations of crime, details

revealed about particular crimes and apprehension, prosecution,
YV

conviction, and penalties. The content of stories dealing primarily

with the police, the courts, and the correctional system was in-

eluded in this intensive analysis. The purpose of the crime story

content analysis was to provide a detailed picture of the images of

%crime depicted in the paper. A sample, of crime stories from the

Chico Daily News and the Chicago Sdn Times was also scrutinized

to determine how much variability there was in the treatment of

Crime stories by papers p4,lished in the ,same locality.- Additionally,

crime stories in a weekly loc.al paper, the Evanston Review, were also

coded, though in a much more fashion.

The content analysis of print media was complemented by

analyses of nightly,early evening newscasts Of the three national

television networks and nightly local newscasts in the' Chicago

area. Procedures were similar to those 1.4d for print media, but

with adaptations required by the different'medium8 Since coding of

1
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the /ndianapolis'and Lebanon papers°4 not compete at this point
t. . t. 1/4

in time, Only datAfIr41 the Chicao nt.wspalt and' the five'tele-'

vision networks will
I
be,discussed. This wilI.present

b
na balaced

. s

, .

picture
- .

of th newsfare available in one major American city. Judging/
, -,

.

from the fact that'other studies have documented the similarity of
.

, .

news offerings in'pajor.mktropolitan centers, there is no Feasonsi '-to

believe that the Chicago news scene is
% ,
atypicaltkpared.to other

. - ,

large American cities. $..

vo- Crime and Justice Media Coverage )

Frequency of Crime Stories

To answer ojir first question, about the prevalenceof Crime

and Justice. stories relative to other dewq, we coded 19,068 stories-

from the Tribune, 335 from the Sun Times, and,282 from the Daily News. oki

;From t
na0.onal%network news, wecoded 4763 stories from ABC, 4879 stories

from CBS, and 4561,stories from NBC. From local newscasts, we coded

4592 CBS and 7371 NBC storieS.
10

Withith up to three topics copd,per

story, this yielded 33,200 topics for the Tribune, 581 for the Sun

Times? and 506 far the Daily Vews. Figures for the national networks

were 7962 for ABC, 819,for CBS, and 7667 forNBC news. For the local

RewsAsts, the figures were 7597 for CBS and 12,274 for NBC.

In Table 2, theidata on topical coverage...have been arranged into

four general gvoupings.-thin thesegroupings, 67 separate sub-

tbpics coded originally have -been condensed into 26 sub-topics. Table
.

2 reveals ajOrikine similarity among all news sources in the pro--

Portion of news devoted to various topical areas, partiCularly When

We look at -the newspapers as a group and local and national tele-

vision as two separate groups. This pattern mee s the expectations.

9 -

1
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TAble 2 Frequencyiof Mention_ of Various Topics in the Tribune,'Sun T' es, piny News, 'CBS
a. and NBC Local News, ABS, CBS; NBC National News. (N= 33,200 for the Tribune, 581

''. for the Sun Times, 506 for the Daily News; 7597 for CBS local, 12,274.for NBC
local,' 7962 for ABC, 8193 for CBS, and 7667 for NBC news. Figures ii %.)*

/
.

-6. .,,
Tribune 1111 Times Daily N. CBS loc. KC- lqc. ABC nat. CBS nat. NBC hat:

Crime & Justice .q ,

Police/Security 4,64 7.22 7.7G 3.34 3.14 1.48 L.57 1.47
Judiciary .5.66_ 4.99 3.95 4.58 4.73 3.60 3.41 3.66
Corrupt./Teri.orism 3.97 a.67 5.53 ., -4;02 t 3.30 310 3.31 3.11
Individual Crime 7.50 10.15 . 9.48 7.76 8.51 4.06 4.01 4.64

. 21.77 26.03 '26.66 19.70 19.68- 12.24 12.30 12.88
Government/Politics f i ,

,

Presidency 2.65 0.87 1.77 -2.31 1.85 4.50 4.21 4:16
Congress 2,53 4.13 2.96 1.68 1.16 3.73 4.43 4.08
Bureaucracy 1.90 1.89 1.58 1.93 1.99, 4.89 4.54 4.42
Foreign affairs 9.84 9.81 lo. p7 4.60 5.23 16.45 17.0. t ,14.89
Domestic policy 12.60 13.08 13133 5.60 4.50 6.58 7.60 7.44 .

_Elections , 7.p 9.98
State government 1.76 1.37

11.46
0.79

.81.
, 2.76

6.19
'2.16

15.69
0.59

1U1:5) 15'.I6

0.84
City government 1.91 0.34 1,.18 4.26 3.21 0.70 0.50 .' 0.54 -

,Miscellaneous ,..- 0.60 0.681 0.00 .85 1.01 0.69 0.59 0.43
-. 41.38 41.47 43.84 30.80 : 27.30 -*" 153.82 55.03 51.96

Econ,J Social Issues .%
^ , ,

-State of economy 2.42 1 2.06 , 2.37 1.11' .98 '1.72 1.69 1.91
Business/labor 5.87' 6.36 '4:94 6.64 10.23 7.77, ' 6.84 6.84
Minorities/Women 2.67 2.92 3,75 2,091 2.00 2.70 2.88 2.39
EnvircOnmt./transpt. 3.24 4,413. 1.77 $ 9.13 9.14 3.50 3.99 3.99
Disaster/accident 2.16 1.89
Health/Medicine-:' 2.45 2.40

2.37
1:'58

3:76
3.35.

5/00
41.64

3.15
2.08

2.83
2.75

..(32,

3.19
Educ./media/relig. .40 2.23 2.76 3.97' 3:95 2,81 2.95 2.45
Leadership style 1.16 1.541 1.38 .15 '.15 . _76 0.70 0.57
Miscellaneous 1.69 .68 .59 " 1.27 1.23 1.83 ' '1.36 ' 1.53

26.03 23.50 21.61 31.47 37.32 26.2 4 26.1
40400"*.

,Human Interest Hobbies*** ' .

3.35 6.02 6.81 1,83' '1.81 . 2.34Gen.' human interest 2.90 r 1.89
Celebrities 3.56 1.37 1.97 2.7 2.14 -1.38 1.51 1.66
Political gossip/ ,1.60 .51 .1.18 1.35 1.35 1.40 - 1.13 1.39
Sports/ente7tainmt7 2.58 1.72 1.38 §.34 5.27 .2.91 2.11 3.44 i

10.64 5.49" 7.88 17.88 15.57 7.52 6.56 8.83

.,.--

* Sun Times and Daily News data are based on sample coding of one Constructed week for
each paper.. NBC local news is based on full hour broadcast, others on half hour. Nat-,
ional news data are based on nine months of codibg, April-December, 1976.

.

' 10 ** When stories of this type appeared in special sections (e.g. People, Leisure', Food, etc.)
they were Apt coded individually. Rather, entire section was counted as one story.
Tis depresses-the Human Interest /Hobbies story count. ,
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flowing'tom:the sociological model: Thef.Pattern.extends to most

. $

ist.lb=t4iCs:;,!.8 "went as:the hub -topic groupingS and is particularly-

propdun

...,

'4!.4
ithi

. '

'
4

clNed 4n the television grihups.
, -.. e

4. li *trbundpl? percTintage figuress--, .
d allOWa leeway 'cof one

.7.4"-. :, ial
.

percentage point, the_three.national tworks have 'identicalwfre-
. ..

quencies,of coverage fox 25 of the 26 sib-toPics. Only.fore,ign.affairs

coverage is out ;ef linelwitlh a two percentage point differential. For
.

the local networks, only 3 of thd 26 sub-topics
/

diverge, namely
,

. business and labor Subjects (3 points), healthand medicine (2points),

and sports and entertainment (3 points). This leaves 23 sub-topics
Ot.jk

with nearm iditical fryquency of coverage. .The Sun Tires and
-so

"Daily News, like the national networks, have migar coverage for
t

25 of the 26 sub-topics`. Only environment and transp ition
;

is _03.rr\
. %IS

of line with a two percentage point,discrepancy. Differences in

cove-rage paIterns'between the Tribune and the other.papers are
.

somewhat lager, but this may be due to the fact.-tirate Sun Ties

and Daily News were coded for one constructed week only, compared to

52 weeks of oding.for the Ttibune.. The Sun Times..and Tribune

differed beyand the 1 percentage poinyange in 8 instarcs; the
/

Daily News and,Tribuhe differed in 6 instances.
ri

'4
Looking at the relative frequency Of mention of individual

topic areas, we find that crime and justicetoPics'averaged 2570'.

of afl offerings in the newspapers, X0% of all 4feringS on locale

television, and.13% of all offerings on national television. The
4

Va

corresponding ftgures for Individual Crime are 9% for newspapeip,
-

8% for local television, and 40'for national television. Jn the

I

4
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...Tribuj*, a comparatively'plolific.source of crime -stories, the
. ,

' ...dbyerage of individual crimes just about Matched election'coiierage.

10vs

IndiVidual Crime coverage was topped b? pnly two other topic areas.
I . .I

',These were liotelgn Affairs, which includes U.S. fdteign policy and
.

events throughout the entire world, and Domestic, Policy, a category

that lumps together the bulk of ?ublic.policy. Individual Crime

received neatly three times a_

the Congress Or the StA"t-(Of

sent and inflation: It received nekrly four times ns,Much coverage

as State Government or City Government.

For national television, :while had the smallest component, of.

Individual Crime news, it, was on a par with the-Presidency and

tention as the Presidency or

ono sy , which includes uneniploy-

Congress. It was more than twice.as plentiful Ashley's about the
o

40IV
State oj the Econom . ,It was- outranked by news about Foreign Affair

.010
and news about'Electi4ors by a ratio of 1 to 4 , and by news about

Business and Labor add about Dleestic Policy by a ratio of l'to 2.
v. ,

On thp local television scene, individual crime news ranked on a

par wjh news about Business-and Labor. Its was outranked only by

news about the Enyironbent and Transportation, which includes weather,

.teportS.1It received double the coverage.bestowed onCity govern-

men,t and triple the coverage for State_Gove;pment.
.

Given these facts, can one say that the coverage of crime newt 4,.

was and is disproPortiOnately largp? This,js a difficult question

which cannot be answered without qualificattons 'whiCh set forth the,-

norms underlying the judgment. These norms-fall into the principal
AP

categories...The first judgmentS'on a hterarc f:godial

significance. If one believes that matters other tt criMe-- for

,

13
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exathple the Presidency,' the State of tithe Economy, and Env.ironmental

questions -- are socially more significant, and that relative social

significance and the Corresponding social needs'of the audience

should deterMine relative space 'allocations, 'then crime coverage

is too high.

One can also judge according to a hierarchy, of audience pref-

erences. Audiences, it is argued, are little concerned with the

'social apd civic significance 4f jkley want news which is time-
. 0

ly; occurring comparatively close to home, confaCtual or humanly

touching, and which has a readily discernible immediate impact on

the _reader's or vie'wer's life. Crime news ranks highly in all these

aspects. Judged by audience preference criteria, which are widely

sanctioned and 'applied by the journalistic profession, crime news

is not'excessive.

,The third judgmental catego 'ry might be called the modified

Mirror of societl concept.According to this concept, news should

mirror society so that events m19.011 are selecte&lor cov,rage are

placed into a Fealitically balanced context. Social news about

white citizens should, accordingly, be matched by social news about
4

black, citizens; news abou0111.S. misdeeds abroad should be matched

by corresponding news about misdeAs by other great powers; violent

crimes should be depicted in proportion to their frequency in the

total crime context, including non-violent crime. Judged by these

criteria,.the news about violent crime,'''as Tables 6 iparough 9

show, is quite excessive.

Prominence Criteria

Amount of attention which news stories receive is affectdd

14
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not only by frequency of mention, but a1so by the prominence given

to them within 'a news offering,. such as one.newspaper issue, or one
. ,

news broadcast.
12

To assess this .Coverage dimension, I examined

relative placement of Crime and Justice stories within papers and

-----=411

newscasts, along with story length, headline size, and other attention-

arousing features. The findings for the Tribune and NBC local tele-

vision are presented in Table 3. The table is eased on the eight

crime and Sight non-crime topics listed in- Table 1 grouped into two

categories: Crime Stories and Non - Crime Aories. It represents

better than one-third of all stories published by each of the

news sources.

Table 1: Comparative Prominence of Crime and Selected'Non-Crime Stories
-N= 3592crime and 3531 non-crime press stories and 1262 crime
and 1283 norr -crime NBC local TV news stories. Percent of stories,
which share most prominent and least prominent positions.

' .

I+

Crime Stories Non-Crime Stories'
Press T.V. Press T.V.

Sectiona most prominent 60.3% 62.3%
least prominent 19.0 16.4

Pageb most prominent 18.4 16,3
'least prominent 37.5 34.1

Headlines most prominent 4.8 40.8 4.8 36.6

d least prominent 57.6 59.2k 57.5 . 43.6
Pictures presence

absence
18.9.
81.1

6.0
0.0*

28.1,
71.9

29.2
20.3

Story Length most prom.
least prominent

4.6
25.5

21.8
57.9.

5.9
26.0

18.0,
60.6 .

a
b
most prominent = sect. 1, least prpthinent = sects. 3-15
most prominent = p.1; ldast prominent = p. 6 ff.

,

c For press, maixtrprominent = 7 or more col. inches, Height X'Length; .

least prominent = 2 or less col. inches, Height X Length.
For T.V., most prOminent = presence of verbal or written headline;

,e2.4 prominent equals absence of headline.
Forg5ress, presence,means any size picture, absence = no picture.
For T.V., presence means use of graphics or film for 75% or more
stories in individual crime and non-crime subcategories: Absdnce
means graphics.or film used for 50% or less of subcategory stories.

e For press, most prominent = col. inches or more; least prominent
equals 5 col. inches or less
For T.V., most prominent = m re than 120 econds;
= less than qip seconds.

15
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Table 3 indicates,that,crime stories were'displayed slightly

.less prominently than other stories. But the difference Was slight

and nOt even consistent for All promminence features: For all practical.

purposel, the ,two types of topics received similar coverage,. We'can
e

therefore conclude that crime-related subjects received above avArage

.amounts of coverage, compared-to most other topics, but did not

receive preference in display. This holds true for all t'he media

which-we eximined. Whatevekcla'IMs.are made regarding excessive

attention mist .therefore rest soiely on frequencv--of mention, and
/-

not on greater prominence in 'display. One can also say for the news
5

sources examined here, that news professionals did not use their

f-reedo determine prominence criteria to downplay stories about

crime and the criminal justice process. They'chose a middle course,

instead.

to' test whether Individual media-varied in the prominente of dis-

play accorded to various topics, as the sociological model suggests!

NI we compared our'ne*s sources wip respect to page and section place-

ment of various topics, length of story,, headline size, amdipicture

allotment. Table 4 presents the data, usindreirgNfof:story as siurro-
,

gate for all prominence criteria, and focusqng on the. proportion

of stories in each sub-tbpid.area which re&ived prominent:treatment.

This permits us to compare treatment of 1prtant" stories, considered

significant enough to merit the most extensivetype of coverage. 'Pine
./.

table confiimt our hypothesis. Prominenceiteria area indeed, quite

diverse within and among news, source grouOings. Fo example, the,

networks, which had'shown such close corresponds a in topic distri-
.

buttg.k in national newscasts, show wide divergenCe 'in air time

.

1



Table 4 Comparative Length of Crime and Selected(Non-Crime Stories in Eight News

1

NBC nat.

Sources. (N = 7123 for Tribune, 238 for Sun Times, 204 for Daily News,
1601
1668

Crime. Stories

for CBS local niws, 2545 lor
1773 for CBS, 1594 for

Sun 'Times Dolly N.

NBC local news , and, for network news,

NBC loc. .ABC nat. CBS nat.

for ABC, NBC).*

CBS loc.Tribune

Individual,Crimes 3.0% 44.0. 7.7% 5.6% 18.1% 2.8%, 1.5% 4.2%.
Judiciary . 4.7 15.4 11.8 4.6 .12:6 1.2 1.9 4.0
Police/Security 5.8 17.2 15.4 11.6 30.2 9.5 5.9 0.0
Polit. terrorism 9.6 ___** - - - ** 14.5 9.0 0.0 Q,. 0 3.3
Corrupt Politics 2.2 .0.0** .,0. 0 ** 8.0 15.9 0:0, 0.0 4.)?
Drug Crimes 5.9 0.0** ---** 18.8 17.3 0.0 0.0 16.7
Business Crimes 6.0 50.0** 26.2 41.9

8__
4.2 0.0

Gun Control 0.0 ___** ___** 0.0 20.0 ** 0.0**
Non-Crime Stories
Education 4.8 0.0** 0.0 6.1 33.6 4.1 15.6
Congress 5.6 0.0 14.2 0.0 2.6 3.5 3.5
Disat. /Accid. 20.0 8.0 3.8 10.8 .1.3 2'.9 4.3
City Govt.. 6.9 0.0** 0.0 17.8 #36.5 0.Q 16.7. 7.5
Middle East 5.8 10.0 0.0 0.0 1.6 1.9 2.1
State Govt.... 4.5 0.0 50.0 8.7 25.6 3.4 7.6

144,,

0.0
Polit. Gossip 11.3 0.0** '100.0** 11.3 7.7 '3.7 0.0 3a. 7

Energy Policy 6.3 0.,0** ___** 8.4 26.3 11.5 10%2 15.9

* The figures indicate the percentage of Stories in each topical area,which,received most prbminent
treatment. For newspapers, most prominent equals more than 20 column inches. For televigion, mbst
proMinent equals more than 120 seconds of air time.

** Dashes mean that no stories were recorded in the-sub-topics area, Figures,ba'sed on N's which are
too small to be meaningful also are abuble-starred.
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allotted 'to 'similar topics. Only 'congress and MiddlVast stOries°
.

received very similar top coverage. On 10 of the 16 topics included
4 ' A

in the table coverage differendes vierie substantial (3 to 17 per-

11ceneage.point i) '

On.local.tevisiqn des w cats,' only Middle East-story treat-
»

,1
vpen`t Alts slmilarin air*Pime 'exposure: For aal other.topies,'stations

varied cohsiderdbli in top coverage.(3 t.6 19 rcantage points). Com-,
.

lo

.

parisons Setcypen amd among the newspapers.are.tog unreliable for the

limited dumber of,toNlosngliadqd,4n the"table..,Ho*ever a comparison .

'of .11::tapics for the three papei.s Shows trendstoward,diverSityL
_ -. - . , - , .,. %

- - t N : *f
joarnevs Piaf,quitej I41n lice- w,thote aisplayed.by the television

1

, xnetiorks.:3. -AP.,

'Fletuatiot r
T rQnas,:t I There a Gresham's,Law7u

. I tne-S6est-oi.ogicial-,mo(reT104 new' stiaking is valid,- then, tone '

wbnldexpect..a high 'degree qf'regularily in the''coMponeat:parts of

%the neirS-steedm..Table44,4ndipates.that thiS is, indeed, the case.

kl;elskamilded semi7mopthl$ fluctuations ,:wefound great sta-.. .*., . ... 4 1 q.
& e ., .,

, .

, biuty in. tke'percentage-of*tbial news deVOied to Crime and Justice.

,n/§,newsadiat0olernment a4d-Politics, nep-about Economic
.

and'

Social ISsq,s7, and1HUMah Inlereitand'Hbbble4 news. 'Table 5 pre-
.

sents the
/
deans' the standard deviatidns, and coefficients of

'

variation. icshgyis very narrow dispersions arcipd the bean in the

tyof instances., The proportion of-nalws devoted to Economic and

Social

ment amd

t
sues was MQ§t cbnstant of all, followed;by news about, Govern-

, & i

olitics. The s.hares-allotted to.Crime and Justice news

and ,to'human Interest and Hobbies news were most flexible. .

4
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Table 5 Semi-Monthly FluctUation n News- Coverage Trenps: Means,. .

Standard Deviations, Coef Itientsof Variation:.(N= L9,068
-Tribune stories,4592 CBS local news stories, 7371 NBC local
TeiTaories, 4763 ;ABC national; news oriel, -4879 CBS
national news stories, and 4561 NBC ational news stories.)

.

- .

Topics , . Mean S.D. Var.. Mean S.D. Var.,
Tribune ABC National

Crime to Justice . 18188% 1.96 0.10 9:00 30179 0.42
government /Politics 48.50 3.81 -0.08 63.33 6.71 0.11
Econ./SOcial Issues 19.08 3.27 0:17 '20.7$- 3.97 , 0.19
Human Int,/Hdbbies 13.58. 2.43 0:18.. 6.83 3.35 0.49-

CBS Local .
, CBS National

Crime & Justice , . 18.75

'29.92
3.91 .0.21 9.44 2.98 0.32

Government/Politics 5.46c 0.18 64.78, 6.61 0:10
Econ./Social Issues/ 31.25 5.06 0.16 19.94' 4.12 0.21
Human Int./Hobbies, 20.00 -3.42 0.12 6.06 2.88 0.48

NBC Local 4. NBC National
Crime & Justice 9.71 4.22 0.21 9.83 : 2.41 '0 25
Governitent/POlistios
Ecoh./Socral I-6sues

6.33
37.75

4.09
3.91

0.16
0.10

60.72 07.54
21.39 4.78

0.12
0.2?

4

Human Int./Hobbies' 16.00 2.47 0.15 8.39- 3.52 0.42

I

. ,

Semi-monthly score§,for each topic group oily rarely reacnep.
-

or exceeded two standard, deviations. Out of a total' of 576 semi-
.

monthly scores for t 4:groups, oply'2'2 (3.8%) amounted to .two or

Aore standard dex4a ions. The Tribtne had,most, With six deviant '

a

(

s res, followed by $ andNBC national news with% each. ABC
. ,

and CBS national news- had 3'each, and NBC local news 2. TOpicalely,

there was little difference. Crime anuJustice land Human Interest/

Hobbies news had 6 instances each of coverage 4viating widely from .

the mean. Government and Politics news and Economic ttnd Social.Is-

sues had (5 and 4" major deviations, respectively.' The bulk of the

fluctuations (16.out of 22) represented upward, rather than doWnward

deviations, demohstrating that it is easier to increase regular
r

allotments of ;pace and time than.to cut them.

20
4
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. poesthe high degree .of regularity

.
in theComponent prts of

.

the
.
news stream mean that ttenews mix is'impervious \-5o demands for

.

time and space which maymariserfrom political and socio/economic

crises? More specifically, does Crime and Justice news contract

as political ne'wsiexPands? To answer this question', we plotted semi-
,

monthly fluctuations in news about Politics and news about the Justice"

System in the Trtbil- Figlire"tplieseiits the informal ion. While the

fluctuations in news'flow" are narrow, FigureA. does Show that peaks

in Political news are usually matched by valleys in'Crime and Justice

news and vice versa. This mirror image slightly more pronounced

in the match between these two topic areas than in matches between
/

other topic areas. Hence tDereikis some evidence in, Support of the .

conclusion that Justice'System news doe; indeed, contract to make

way for socially more significant news. Gresham's law is not,an

iron one.

However, the data can be interpreted differently. Justice System

news may be.the dog that wags the political news tail, rather than the

re/erse. To check for this possibilityi, we examined the semi- monthly

variations of Election news and news about Individttal Crime. Election

news had well-defined expansion points in 1976. It was bound to rise

at times of primary elections; political conventions, the presidential

debates, and during the final election week. The supply of news

about individual crimes was apt to be gy to stable throughout the

year. Hence a pattern which showe e ectin news ipxpanding at the

high pdinls of the election conte ; and crime news contracting,

;mould indicate that crime nets was the dependent variable.

21
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Fig: 1 Semi-Monthly Fluctuations. in News About &'Politics," the "Justice System,"
"Crimes," and "Electioas", in the_Tribune. N= 9207 for "Politics" stories,
3511'fot "Justice System"'se6iies, 2205 .for "Elections" stories, 909 -for
"Crime" Stories
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Figure 1 shows that Election news was allowed to peak at the

crucial times; and that its bulges were reflected in bulges in

j"' the Politics category. In turn, as already noted, the fluctuations

in Politics" ews are,complemented by accommodations in Justice

System news. The fluctuations in the'newstabout Individual Crime are

extremely small and correlations with Election news fluctuations are

weak. Apparently, Justice System news as a group gives way, to a

moderate degree, to Politics news; but the adjustments are made in

components other than news about Individual mime : Moreover, up-

ward and downwardcompenbatory bulges are generally followed by a

bulge in the opposite direction so that the total news flow, over

time, remains constant in each group. The patterns of semi-monthly

fluctuations in various news components pr/sented by local and

national television news are similar to thase of the Tribune shown

in Figure 1.

Distortions in Crime News Coverage

Like questions about appropriate leve-ls of coverage, questions

about distortion of news must be answered within a framework that

sets forth the standards by which distortion is judged. The appraisal
v.*

presented here rests on two assuptions. These are, first of all, that

white collar crimes, particularly many busiiess crimes. involvingE.

threats to public health and safety, are of equal or greater social

*0significance than violent crimes against individuals, Secondly, it is

assumed that themodified mirror image concept, described on page 11,

represents a valid ,guide= for- appraising fairness of coverage. Applied to

crime and justice news, this means that serious white collar crime )

24
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should be given coverage which is .proportionate.to seriOus violent

crime_ 'against individuals.
14

If these assumptions are granted they

are debatable-- then Crime and Justice news is as badly distorted

as its severest critics claim., Tables 6 through 9 tell the story.

They also present further support,for the sociological model of news-

making. As predicte,rfrom the model, pews about'violeht crimes,

which is readily available from police beats, is far more plentiful

than crime news which is not as readily available from these beats. 15

Table 6 indicates the frequency of mention of various types
C

of crimes in 8 news sources.

Table 6 Frequency of Mention of Various Types of Crimes
N= 3545 for Tribune, 92 fbr Sun Times, 76 for Daily News,,
815 for CBS local TV new, 1501 for-'NBC local TV news*,
568 for ABC national TV news, 599 for CBS national TV news,
and 587 foi NBC national TV news. In pervntages. *

Trib. Sun .D.N.
Local National

CBS . NBC ABC CBS NBC
Street Crimes 56.5 51.0 52.6 49.9 46.8 46.8 43.0 47.0
Terrorism ; 17.7 17.3 15.7 12.5 24.2 22.8 23.0 016.6
Corruption 13.6 18.4 21.0 21.7 13.2 20.5 22.3 24.0
Drug Offenses 6.1 6.5, 5.2 4.5 4.7 3.3 "3.8 3.7
Business Crimes .5.9 6.5 5.!2 11.2 10.8 ' 6.3 7.6 8.5

(,-
*Sun Times and Daily News daila gik based on sample coding of one con-
structed Week for each paper.; National news data-' are based on nine
months of coding, April-Decethipt'r, 1976. NBC local news is based on
hour long broadcast, other TV news on half qur broadcasts.

It shows that2streetbximesoreceived most plentiful coverage by far.

But the figures for'white collar crime, which are recorded under the

headings of "corruption" and "business crime"lare by no means insig-

nificant. They range,from a low of 20% of the total crime coverage

in the Tribune, to a high of 33% on CBS local and NBC national news.

Overall, street crime constituted slightly less tha4 haI of all crime

A
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discussed on television, and slightly more-than half of Air crime'
" a/ .

,discussed in the newspapers. 16 It is dominant, but not_fo the degree

which' critics of crime news coverage would lead us to believe.17 P-"

(Table 7 presegts data on the prominence of display of various,

types of crime stories'in the Tribune.

4

Table 7 Prominence of
/

Display of VariousrT pes of Crime Storiliin
the Tribune. CDT = 2006 .or' Street rimes; 628 for Teri. risen,
481 for Corruption, 57 for Drug Offenses, 212 for Busine

.Crimes.
M

In percentages.) -.
.

Page Section Picture Large Long
*1 1 Present Headl.* Story4

Street Criems 18.7% 66.2% 19.5% '4.5 3.0% .

Terrorism 14.5 73.3 18.8 7.0 9.6
Corruption 20.0 B1.6_ 23.7 6.9 2.2
Drug Offenses 14,2 ' 45.1 14.7 4..1 d 5.9
Business Crimes 20.8 69.1 13.2' 4,7 6.0-

*Large headline = 7 or more col. inches, multiplying heigh,,t,,by length.
"Longstory = 20 col. inches or more.

It sheds light on ways in which,news play factors enhance or

diminish the relative prominence bestowed on white collar crime

stories through sheer frequency of mention. The table shows/that

t'
white collar crime stories receiveldbasically 'the same display

as street time stories in prominent page and section placenient,

headline size, story lellgtb, and pictorial coverage. Prominence

features thus do not serve as a counterbalance to the trends estab-

lished through story selection.

Table 8 tells a similar story of slighting,of white coll'ar crime,

but to a lesser degree than might be expected: It presents the rank

order of frequency of mention of the twelve crimes whic

list when all Tribune stories are ranked for t5e year.

26
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Table 8 'Rank Order of Akequency of Mention of Street and White Collar_'
Crime in the Tribune. 12 rinks only = 77%.Of crime topics.

Rank

.,,N= 2619 topics.

Street Crime
.Rank

White collar Crime

-17-. Murder 24.2; 3. Consumer Fraud 5.9
2. Robbery 12.9 6. Bribery/Kickb. 4.6
`4. Assault 5.8 10. .° Drdg Offenses '2.8
5. Kidnapping 5.1 11. Tax Cheating

Arson 4,5' 12. Extortion, 2.1
8. ?ape 3.4
9. Larcehy/ThAit 3.4

SeVen street crimes make it into the.list and two capture top spits.

But two white collar crimes, Consumer Fraud andBribery and Kicibacksj.

also rank'highly, attaining a third and sixth eith plae, rspectively.

When one compares these media rankings 4o police, and court records,

the match is poor.
O

Table 9 presents such a comparison, for street crime., comparing

the coverage of crimeS,rgcorded in theoffidial police'record with

coverage of corresponding crimes in the Tribune arc

Table 9 Comparative Frequency of Mention of Index Crimes by C icag6",:
Police` Official Record and by Tribune, 1976.
(N=_1377 for., Tribune, 2122270 for police.* )

Police Index Crimes. Tribune Index Crimes

Murder 820 0.2 Murder .i89 26.2
Rape 1,172 0.4 Rape 88 3.4
Rdbbery 17,489 5.7 Robbery 283

*Assault 11,001' 3.6 Assault 152 5.8
'Burglary 38,369 12:4 .- Burglary 56
Theft 114,008. a6.0 Theft- " 90 3.4
AutO Theft 32,421 10.5 Auto Theft 19 0.7

212',270 68.8 . 0 1,377 %; .52.4

%*Tribune coverage tes start and :end one week441er.:t040 police
crime report dates. POlice-dateS.are 1-8-7eiqAt57711ribune data
include crimes outside the Chicagoarea and th44:0-ariFFITOT-strictly-
comparable to;C

.hicago police data% . A

111
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Murder, f;the,most sensational crime,. constitutes 0.2% of.all grimes

recorded in the pOlice index. In the Tribune, it constiitutes 26.2%
C5

of all' crime mentions. By contrast, unglamorou4 4crimes 1e theft and

car t'heft, constitute 47% of all crimes on the police indeX,.bl.it'

. only 4% of all crimes mentioned in the Tribune . While police and

Tribune figures late not precisely comparable because Tribune crime
,v.

coverage reaches beyond the Chicago area covered by the police reports,

-- and while there are slight discrepancies in the dates for which
-,,

_ ____-"-"------ . . _

coverage is reported, the trends demonstrated by the data are accurate.,
.

An exaggerated picture is preseyed of the imc'dence of the most vio-
)s.

lent kinds of crimep'while the incidence,of lesser crimes is
4
1

minimized.

lb, Summary and` Conclusions

The data presented in this paper support most, but not All,

-charges made against crime news coverage.

## Crime news receives ample coverage and display compared to

other.types of news. By bcial significance criteria, it is ex-
.

cessive Hower, it cent notions about audience preferences are

accurate -- and readership and viewer data seem to support them

°then, ample coverage of crime news can be justified as satisfying' a`

strong consumer demand.

##Crime news does no apparently, prevent political news*

.from expanding' at times of major political activity, such as
4

1

electionn However, when contractions taketplace 'to compensate

for increased politiokl coverage, they are followed by expansions

so that the total news flow for various,news categariesremains

constant overtime.
t.
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## Crime news does distort the realsities of crime commission

by disproportionate emphasis on street crime, compared to white

collar crime. It alsp/ilresents a distorted image of the relative
4 1,

incidence of various types of street crimes by exaggerating

'murder, rape, and assault and underrepresenting robbery, burglary,

and theft.

1°-"\
The news coverage characteristics described in this paper are

).

consistent with a sociological model ofnewsmaking.

## There is substantial similarity in the types of news

presented various newspapers and television sources, and sub-

stantilI stability in the frequency with which these news areas are

covered, This type of stability is a natural concomitant of a news

system which shares notions about u wsworthiness of institutions' and

events, and develops an organizational structure to provide regular

coverage for the pre-selected stitutions and events.

## The beat System encourages coverage of crime news readily

available from regular police sources and discourages coverage which

is off the beat. The finding thatstreet crime news receives the

lion's share of coverage conforms to this expected pattern. How-

ever, white collar crimes do receive substaqtial attention, possibly

because they are.made available from different beats, such as E.

prosecuting agencies, grand juries, or court dockets.

## Finally, as predicted, the display features of news vary

widely among tgf sources examined here. This finding, when coupled

wi*h the finding of striking similarity in topics covered and in

"frequency tf'coverage, Underlines the limits of the beat system. Beats

determine the sources of most news and assure a steady, constant

29
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stream of regular cbverige. But once the news is in'the pipeline, the

constraints of newsmaking'attenuate and individual choiceS emerge and

'are encouraged to meet the needs of specific audiences and the

/ whims o news personnel.

Whtle,th sociological model has thus been fully suppOrted

with respect to all the dimensions examined here, further testing

is,re4uired to strengthen the findings. More importantly, the data

collected for'this'sttdy Reed to be tested with 4lternative models
4

to examine whether there may possibly be better fits' between the

data and other models. Given the results reported here, tt seems

doubtful that better fits could be attained. 18

4
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Footnotes
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'4
The research reported here was thade possible througfi'financiil.,
support from $He Centex, for Research in Criminal Justicei:Uni-
versity of Illinois at'Chicago Circle, Hans W. gattick, Director.
Computer services were made available through the Computer Center
at the Universit.-The support of these organizations is'grate:-
fully acknowledged.

1. For data. indicating that mass thedia information is the ,basis fbr -
public reactions to crime .problems, see 4ames Garofalo, "Victim--;
ipation Ind Fear of Crime in Major American Cites," Americin
Association for .Public Opinion Research paper, 1975.-Also-see
"Public Attitudes Towards Crime and Law Enforcement," in Task
Force Report, Crime and its Impact: An AsseSthent, The Pre-gnent's
Commission on Law Enforcement sild Administration of: Justice.
Washington: U.S. Government Printing office, 1967, pp. 85-95,-
especially pp. 86-8;. Data on the/ contagion effects of crime
news are presented by David and Kay Payne, :'Newspapers and Crime''
in Detroit," Journalism Quarterly, vol. 47, 1970,pp. 233-235. -

, 2. The most complete review'of,pub c opinion data on crime is con-
tained in four reports by Haze 7Erskine in the spring/, summer:
fall ,and winter issues of, the Public- Opinion Quarterly,-) vol. -38,
1974. The, reports are gntitled "Fear 0/ violence and Crite,-pp.
131-145; "Causes of Crilme," Pp. 288-2M "C9ntrol of Crfme and
Violence," pp. *90-5d2, and "POlitics and .Law and Order," -pp. 623-
634. For suggestions on fhe'limitations of polls, .ses. Terry Baumer
and Fred DuBow,"'i'ear of Crime' in the P011s: What They Do and
Do Not Tell us," American Association for--PubIic Opiaide Research
paper, 1977. Also see.Michael Hindelang, "Public Opinton
garding Crime; Criminal Justice, and' Related 741opips,-" Journal, of
Research in Crime -and'Delinquency, Vol. 11, July 1974, pp. 101-116.

3. Bernard Roshco, Newsmaking. Chicago, University of ChicagO*Press,
1975. Leon V. Sigal,.Ap rters and Officials: The Organization
and Politics of Newsma g. Lexington ,,Mass:':' D.C. Heath, 1973.
Edward Jay Epstein, News from Nowhere; Television and,the.,News.
New York:, Vintage .Books, 1974.

4. Police' wires to the press are. discussed in Mark ,Fishman, "Crime'
WaVes-as ideology;" Society for the Study of Sociai"Problems paper,
1977. ,

5. Collaborators fbr the content analyses were Professor.Maxwell
McCombs of Syracuse University ancEProfessor David Weaver of
Indiana 'University and their assodiatps. Each investigator and

-/associate's was responsible for data collected her/his geo-
graphical location.
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6. More detailed datiron-content analysis methods, coder reliability
Controls, etc are available on request frem.the author. Coding
-01 several meal& on a daily basiS. makes it possible to judge the
;completeness of news Coverage-and to gauge the repetition rates
of various stories and themes.'

.

r
.7. Stories were defined as including editorials, letters to the editor,

features, and cartoons,_ a'ong with ordinary news reports, but ex-
cluding gdvertisements, obituaries, puzzles, radio,and televisions
listings, and similar types of announcements.

AMP

Air

8. The local broadcasts were coded. directly from' the actual broadcast
event. The network newscasts were antized from written abstracts
prepared by. the staff of the VanderbTOrvision News Archives.
'Comparison of control codinqs. taken frdm thd actual broaddast with;
'abstract codings'showed no significot-digfetences for the type of
'coding relevant to this paper. 12e!keXeility of coding for the
content analyses was carefully.checked ;id controlled. Since many
different coders were ,involved in thigliyoject, it is difficult to
report a single reliability figure: OUr procedure was to have the
same'coding supervisor check each coder's,work following the initial -

traini period, and at various times thereafter. Excluding simple
idettifi ion categories, like paper o tation name and date, '
which coul inflate reliability figures lntercoder reliability
averaged 85% and intra-coder reliabilit* averaged 90%.

9.,,Data on the similarity of coverage.in a cross section of 20,daily
newspapers are discussed in forts A.:Graber, "Effect of Incumbency
on Coverage Patterns in the 1972 Presidential Campaign," Journalism
Quarterly,, Vol, 53, Fall 1976, pp. .499-508.

.

l0.The reason for the rarger, number of NBC local stories,' compared to
CBS,'is,the fact that the local broadcast was.expanded to 90 minutes
during ,the last three months of the study. The figures for the net-

. works represent coding from April through December only because
coding for the first Three months of 1976 has not been fully com-
pleted.. Preliminary analyses indicate that addition of these data
will apt change the picture:presented here.

11.Complementart data can be found.in E. Terrence Jones, "The Press as
MetropolitanFMonitor," Public Opinion Quarterly, vol. 40, 1976, pp.
239 -244; Shari Cohen, "A Comparison of Crime Coverage in Detroit
and Atlanta Newspapers," Journalism Quarterly, vol. 52, 1975, pp.
726-730; and John C. Meyer, Jr., "Newspaper Reporting of Crime
and Justice: Analysis of an Assumed Differencp," Journalism Quar-
to.,rly vol. 52, 1975, pp. 731-734. For contradictory view, see
Emeig)L. Sasser and John'''. Russell, "The Fallacy of News Judgment,"
Jou alism Quarterly, vol. 49, 1972, pp. 280-28'4.
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